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All semiconductor devices are extremely reliable.
Provided they are operated correctly there is no
reason for them to fail at all; but of course they do
fail and this can be for a variety of reasons.
Manufacturing Faults
Manufacturing faults do (very occasionally) occur,
usually in new equipment. If there is a fault in a
new transistor, it will often show up in the first few
hours of use. If it operates correctly for this period
then the chances are that it will continue to do so. A
large proportion of manufacturing faults can be
detected by "soak testing" new equipment. That is
running it on a test bench for a number of hours to
make sure no early failures occur. Items that
survive these tests can confidently be put into
regular use.
Component Age
There is no real reason that transistors should suffer
from aging. A slice of silicon 10 years old should
be the same as a 1-year-old slice. However older
systems containing transistors do begin to give
more problems. The reason for this is that other
components such as resistors may change their
values with age, especially if they are subject to
heating effects caused by current flow. This may
eventually result in a transistor operating outside its
normal parameters, for example running at a higher
than permitted temperature. It is then that
transistors may fail. In such circumstances it is wise
to investigate the reasons for the failed transistor
rather than just replacing it. Always check the
voltages at the transistor terminals after replacement
to make sure there are no abnormal readings.
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External Causes
Sometimes external causes may damage or even destroy transistors. Bad handling of FETs can lead
to damage by electrostatic discharge. Sometimes this will result in a transistor (or a circuit board)
not working when fitted within a system. This can be because the very thin insulating layers within
the device have broken down completely due to high voltage static electricity, carelessly applied to
the terminals. What is more sinister is that sometimes such discharges do not cause immediate
destruction of the device, but do damage the insulation to such a degree that the device fails
sometime (hours or years) later.
In mains (line) powered equipment very short lived high voltage pulses can occur from time to
time, caused by such events as lightning strikes (even some distance away from the damage
location) can damage semiconductors. Also voltage spikes caused locally by such events as
inductive equipment such as motors starting or stopping. Most mains powered (and even some low
power) circuits liable to such damage have some sort of protection built in that prevents damage. In
most cases this protection works well, but it is rarely 100% effective.
Circuit Design
Many faults can be found, especially in equipment produced for the home user, by referring to
databases of recurrent faults published in technical magazines on the Internet. The reason these
recurrent faults occur is basically down to design. Home products are designed to be produced at a
profitable price, and to give trouble free operation for a time. Manufacturers are able to produce
products that perform to carefully worked out strategies. Some faults will occur due to the product
exceeding its "designed life" whilst others will occur prematurely. Designing an electronic product
for a particular life span, under conditions that will be very variable (e.g. our homes) and over
which the designers have no control, is not a precise science. However such faults as do occur
usually follow a distinct pattern, and careful recording of previous faults can be a good indication of
future ones. These failures can affect transistors just as easily as any other component.
Power vs. Reliability
When considering an item of faulty equipment, always remember that the reliability of any
component is proportional to the power it dissipates. In other words, "If it normally gets hot it
normally fails". Such a rule suggests that a failed transistor is more likely to be in the output stages
of a circuit than the low voltage, low power stages that precede it. Any circuit which uses either
high voltages, high current or both, puts much more stress on semiconductors than low voltage, low
current circuits. Although the devices used in these circuits are designed to withstand such use, they
do so less well than those devices having a relatively easy life in low power situations. Main
problem areas are power supplies and output stages. When faced with a faulty circuit and very little
circuit information, a quick check on semiconductors in these stages can save much work.
Semiconductor Faults
When a diode or a transistor fails, one of two things usually happens:
• A junction (or junctions) go short circuit (its resistance becomes very low or zero).
• A junction (or junctions) go open circuit (its resistance becomes very high or infinity).
Of course this list could be extended to include that junctions may become leaky (slightly low
resistance), though this is rare. In practice this condition is usually followed fairly soon by a
complete short circuit.
The above suggests that diodes and transistors can be tested by simple resistance measurements, in
most cases this is true. A set of resistance tests can show with a great degree of certainty whether a
semiconductor is serviceable or faulty. True, some other faults can occur, and other tests made, but
these will be discussed after the all important resistance tests.
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Module 7.2
Meters for Transistor Testing.
What you’ll learn in Module 7.2
Section 7.2 Meters for Transistor Testing
• Typical Transistor Faults.
• Digital and Analogue Multimeters.
• Available test features.
• Checking meter polarity.

Typical Transistor Faults.
When a transistor fails one of two things
usually happens:
1. A junction goes ‘short circuit’ (A junction
resistance becomes very low or zero Ohms).
2. A junction goes ‘open circuit’ (A junction
resistance becomes very high or infinity).
On rare occasions a junction may become
‘leaky’ (slightly low resistance) though this is
rare. In practice such a fault is usually
followed fairly soon by a complete short
circuit.

Fig. 7.2.1 Digital Multi-meter with
semiconductor testing features.

The most common methods for testing
transistors therefore consist of basic resistance
checks. A particular sequence of resistance measurements can be used to show that the transistor is
either good or faulty. Although different types of transistor (e.g. BJT, JFET, or MOSFET) require
different test sequences, any of the tests can be carried out using a fairly inexpensive basic multimeter, and this can be either digital or analogue. Two typical
examples are shown in Fig.7.2.1. and Fig.7.2.2
Digital and Analogue Multimeters
The digital meter shown in Fig. 7.2.1 also has useful additional
ranges for testing temperature and hFE (current gain), useful for
further tests but not essential for the ‘go/no go’ tests that are more
commonly needed.
The analogue meter has a really useful display that displays the
required results at a glance (the deflection of the meter needle)
rather than having to read and calculate the value shown in
figures on the digital meter. However when using an analogue
meter, not all meters behave in the same way. On older analogue
meters it is possible that the polarity of the testing voltage on the
Fig.7.2.2 Analogue
positive and negative test leads is reversed when using the
Multi-meter.
resistance ranges, red = negative and black = positive. However
on modern analogue multi-meters this is not necessarily so,
therefore before starting any semiconductor fault finding be sure which polarity your meter uses.
SEMICONDUCTORS MODULE 5 PDF
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Checking the Polarity of Analogue Multimeters
A simple test to confirm the polarity is to measure the forward and reverse resistances of a known
good diode. With your meter set to a low (x1 or x10) resistance range or the diode range if the
meter has one, the forward resistance reading across the diode (red lead connected to anode and
black lead to cathode) should be lower than the resistance readin obtained when the red lead is
connected to the cathode and black to anode. If this is true, the polarity of the voltage used by the
meter to measure resistances is not reversed, (red lead is positive and black lead is negative).
Typical readings in this test using a good diode would be forward resistance about mid range on the
meter and reverse resistance will be infinity, (no movement of the needle) .
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Module 7.3
Testing Transistors.
What you´ll learn in Module 7
Section 7.3 Testing Transistors
•The Two Diode Model for BJTs .
•Identifying Transistor Connections.
• Testing BJTs.
• Testing JFETs.
• Testing MOSFETs
Fig.7.3.1 The Two Diode
Transistor Model.

The Two Diode Transistor Model
As shown in Fig.7.3.1 whether a transistor is (a) an NPN type or (b) a PNP type bipolar transistor, it
consists of two diode junctions, the base-emitter junction and the base-collector junction. For the
purposes of testing, these can be thought of as simply as two diodes with one common connection
i.e. the base. So to test a transistor you just need to check the forward and reverse resistance of each
of these junctions. However to do this it is first necessary to find out which pin is which.
Plan A - Use The Manufacturer's Data Sheet
The best way to check the functions of the pins is to use the manufacturer's datasheet, just about
every transistor ever made has its own datasheet on the Internet. Just type the transistor number in
internet search bar and you should find a selection of sites publishing the data you need. You also
should find a diagram in the datasheet showing the transistor pin connections (pinouts) where the
collector, base and emitter pins and any variants are shown. In the off chance that you can't find the
right information it will be necessary to resort to Plan B.

Plan B - Finding The Pin Functions by looking at the transistor package information.
What if you can't find the vital transistor identity number on the transistor itself? All is not lost; you
can still find the pin functions by a little detective work. If the transistor you are testing has a metal
case, such as in the layout plans for the common encapsulations TO18, TO3, TO126, TO202 TO72
etc., that's helpful. A metal case or heat sink area is almost always connected to the collector so that
the heat is dissipated easier. This means that if you measure the resistance from the case or the
metal mounting area to each pin in turn, the one pin that measures zero ohms is the collector. What
we really need to find however is the base. In transistor packages such as the TO39 that's easy; the
emitter is nearly always next to the metal tab and the collector is connected to the can.
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Notice that often this makes the base the centre of the three connections - but this is not always the
case; don't rely on the base being at the centre. Study the common package types illustrated in
Fig.7.3.2. There are variations even within the same type of package. So if Plan B has not solved
the puzzle, no worries, there is always Plan C.

Fig.7.3.2 Common Transistor Packages.

Plan C - Testing Transistors With Unknown Pinouts.
Another useful way to find the base however is to measure the resistance between the various pins.
Imagine to begin with that we suspect an unknown transistor may be a NPN type (these are far
more common than PNP in modern circuits), and it may be faulty
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Using the Fault Finding Chart
Follow the instructions in boxes 1, 2 and 3
If you are guided to go to box 4, and both tests give a reading of between 500Ω and 1KΩ well done!
You have found the base pin at first attempt, and box 5 tells you that you are testing a NPN
transistor.
Alternatively, if both measurements
indicate infinity you are guided to
box 6 as your positive lead was not
on the base. So go back to test 2 and
try again with your positive lead on
another pin. Repeat this test until
you have found the base pin.
Or, if both measurements in step 4
read infinity, either the transistor is
faulty (one or both junctions are
open circuit) or the transistor is a
PNP type. Therefore you need to
start again, but this time using the
negative meter lead to find the base
pin.
If, in test 3 one or both test indicate
0Ω (short circuit) and you haven't
accidentally touched the positive and
negative leads together during you
tests, the transistor is fault with one
or both junctions short circuit.
The fault finding chart will test a
bipolar transistor whether you know
which pins are which or not, but-

Fig.7.3.3 Identify Transistor Pinouts and Find
Faulty Transistors.
SEMICONDUCTORS MODULE 5 PDF
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If You Already Know The Pinouts
Here is a short-cut version for confirming if a known transistor is faulty or not. If all of the tests
pass as correct, the transistor is OK.
If any tests fail, the transistor is for the rubbish bin.

1.Test the resistance
between collector and
emitter.
2.Then reverse the
positive and negative
meter connections. If the
transistor is good there
should be an infinity
reading both ways.

Now connect the positive
meter lead to the base and
test the resistance of both
junctions by connecting
the negative meter probe
(3) to the collector, and
then (4) the emitter. You
should get a typical
forward resistance reading
of between 500Ω and
1KΩ in both cases.

Finally reverse the meter
connections so that the
negative lead is connected
to the base. Connect the
positive probe (5) to the
collector, then (6) to the
emitter. Both junctions
should now read infinity.

Testing JFETs
JFETs are constructed differently to
Bipolar Transistors and so require a
different testing technique. First consider
the JFET diagrams in Fig 7.3.4 which
show the drain/source path as a single
block of either N type or P type silicon
and the Gate as a simple diode which has
either it's anode (in P Channel JFETs) or
Fig.7.3.4 The JFET Diode Model
cathode (in N Channel JFETs) connected
directly drain/source path. Therefore
instead of having to test two PN junctions as in BJTs, in JFETs we only need to test one junction.
The first thing to know before testing a suspect JFET is the pinout, like any other transistor this can
be obtained by downloading the data sheet for the particular JFET of interest.
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Once the Source, Drain and Gate pins are identified, the
following digital meter tests should reveal the state of the
JFET:
1. Switch the meter to diode testing mode.
2. Measure the resistance between Source and Drain with
the positive meter lead on the Drain pin.
3. Reverse the meter leads (positive to Source) and read the
resistance again.
The results of tests 1. and 2. should typically be around
130Ω to 180Ω but this can vary in different JFETS. If the
resistance seems suspiciously low, it could mean that there
is a remnant of voltage on the very high impedance Gate
due to the gate junction capacitance. To remove this
possibility short circuit the Gate and Source by
momentarily touching both pins together then repeat tests
1. and 2. A reading of 0Ω or infinity means the JFET is
faulty.

Fig.7.3.5 2N3819 Datasheet.

4. Assuming steps 2 and 3 are OK, check the resistance between Gate and Source with the positive
meter probe on the Gate pin. Expect a resistance of around 700Ω to 1KΩ. This is the forward
resistance of the Gate diode.
5. Keeping the positive meter probe on the Gate, move the negative probe to the Drain and check
the resistance between Gate and Drain. Expect similar results to test 4.
6. Now reverse the meter connections and test the reverse resistance of the Gate diode by placing
the negative probe on the Gate pin and the positive probe on the Source pin. The resistance now
should be infinity.
7. Finally check the Gate to Drain resistance by leaving the negative probe on the Gate and moving
the positive probe to the Drain pin. Again the reading should be infinity.
With all of these tests you should refrain from handling the JFET as much as is possible. Ideally,
when working with any type of field effect transistors you should be working at an ESD (Anti Static
Discharge) workstation or be wearing an antistatic wrist strap. Alternatively you could at least stick
the pins (assuming they are long enough) in a piece of anti static foam such as FETs are normally
stored in. The resistance between the pins will then avoid the build up of static voltages, but will be
high enough not to greatly affect the resistance readings you take during these tests.
Testing MOSFETS
The first thing to realise about MOSFETs is that they are much
more sensitive to damage by static discharge than any other types
of transistor, even JFETs. This is due to the fact that MOSFETs
are insulated gate transistors, so the gate is totally isolated from
the Drain/Source pathway. This means that some considerable
capacitance exists between the gate and the other terminals. This
capacitance can easily be charged up to any voltage including
extremely high voltages that can be present on the human (your)
body by simply walking across a carpeted room for example.
Such static voltages can easily destroy a MOSFET. Therefore
care must be taken at the outset to avoid touching any of the
MOSFET terminals when the MOSFET is not in its anti static
SEMICONDUCTORS MODULE 5 PDF
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packaging or connected into a circuit. For the purposes of these tests therefore, we will assume that
the tester (you) will be using anti static techniques as outlined in the section on JFET testing.
However one precaution we cannot use is to insert the MOSFET into anti static foam; as this will
prevent our tests from working. Therefore to carry out the tests we will avoid touching the
MOSFET pins as much as possible and insert the pins into a breadboard.
The MOSFET Test Sequence
1. Set the digital multi-meter to the diode test
position.
2. Momentarily short the Gate and Drain terminals
together with one of your meter probes to discharge
any gate capacitance.
3. Connect the positive meter probe to the Drain
terminal and the negative probe to the Source
terminal. The meter should read infinity.
(If the meter reads 0Ω try shorting Gate and Drain
again with the negative meter lead to ensure any
gate charge is removed).
Connect the positive meter lead to the Source and
the Negative probe to the Drain terminal. The meter
should now read about 500Ω
What you have now tested is the reverse and
forward resistance of the MOSFET's internal
protection diode.

Fig.7.3.7 MOSFET-on-Breadboard.

4. Now connect the negative meter probe to the Source terminal and momentarily touch the gate
terminal with the meter positive probe. This will momentarily charge the base capacitance
sufficiently to switch the MOSFET on.
5. Connect the positive probe to the drain and the negative probe to the source (Repeating test 3).
This time the meter should read 0Ω because the MOSFET is now switched on by the voltage you
applied to the gate.
6. Reverse the meter leads (positive to Source and negative to Drain) Again the Drain/Source
resistance should be 0Ω confirming that the MOSFET is switched on.
7. To switch the MOSFET off, use either probe to momentarily short Gate to Drain.
8. Check that the MOSFET is now 'off' placing the positive probe on the Drain terminal and the
negative probe on the Source to check that the resistance between Drain and Source is infinity once
more showing that with zero volts on the Gate, the MOSFET is now switched off and the MOSFET
is working correctly.
Conclusion.
Carrying out the tests of JFETs or MOSFETs will help you identify faulty FETs and better
understand Field Effect Transistors, but are also meant to compliment your studies of these
components. For more detailed information look at Semiconductors Module 4 (Field Effect
Transistors) to complete your studies of these important components.
Warning: You should never work on "live" circuits unless you know AND USE safe working
practices. Many circuits that derive power from the mains (line) supply (and some that don´t)
contain LETHAL voltages as well as other hazards. Live circuits must only be worked on by
fully trained personnel. Before attempting any work on live circuits using any information
provided on this web site, please read the important DISCLAIMER.
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